The interaction of hadron is discussed on the basis of an extended particle model. We assume that the interaction between hadrons is clue to the coupling between currents carried by excitons excited in the particles, which is mediated by some intermediate field. This picture enables us to write clown all hadron interactions once this original interaction between excitons is given -thus leading to a more unified and a dynamical understanding of the hadron interactions. As examples 71-71, K-N and 11-N interactions are discussed. As far as the comparison is possible, the resulting meson-meson interactions and the mesonbaryon interactions are in agreement with those obtained by SU, or its relativistic generalization. But a great advantage of our model is that it gives furthermore new relations between these meson-meson interactions and meson-baryon interactions because of its unified structure. For example, we find that in our model the coupling constant for the pnn interaction g'"" is related to the (pseudo-scalar) 11-N coupling constant g by where mp, m" and lvl denote respectively the mass for p, 71 and the nucleon. This relation Is satisfied very well experimentally. § 1. Introduction
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In our preYious paperD which will be called (A) hereafter we have developed a dynamical theory of hadron interactions based upon an extended particle model.
As shown there, the model possesses several promising features that have not been shared by other ones. Its particularly satisfying point is that it accommodates naturally with the quark-like mode and the string-like mode, thus offering a possibility to unify attractive features of the quark model with the duality principle.
There, however, the discussion was confined to the one-particle level, and the interaction was discussed only in an approximation in which one of the incident particles was treated as an external field.
In this paper we would like to remove this restriction and develop a general scheme to write down the hadron interactions more systematically. We assume that the interaction between hadrons takes place through coupling between currents carried by excitons excited in the body, which is mediated by some intermediate field. If this is the case, all hadron interactions can be derived 0. Hara uniquely once this original interaction is given. In § 2 we g1ve, as the starting point of the discussion, explicit expressions for hadron states according to our model. In § 3 the original interaction is fixed. In § 4 7r-7r, K-N and n-N interactions are discussed according to our scheme. In § 5 the results obtained in § 4
are examined more closely restricting it to some special cases, and their relation to other theories is discussed. Section 6 is devoted to the discussion of some characteristic features and the further outlook of our scheme. § 2. Construction of the hadron state
In our model hadrons correspond to various excited state of the internal motion of our body. As shown in (A) these states can be described, if the discussion is restricted to low-lying levels near the ground state, by a set of two-component spinor variables ~a'(15) (r=1, 2, 3 and a=1, 2) and a vector variable !; 11 (15) (,u=O, 1, 2, 3). With these variables the basic equation of the system is given by (2·1) where <jJ (X 11 , t;) is the master wave function of the system with X 11 and ~ denoting respectively the coordinate of the center of mass and the internal variables, and P 11 and M 2 are the momentum canonically conjugate to X, and the mass operator. 
* denotes hermitian conjugation. Their transformation properties under the spaceinversion P and the charge-conjugation C are given by P: a~' ---+r;pi~pat:
c: aC:: ---+r;cb~m' alrm---+r;c*bJ{m'
where [r;P[ 2 = lr;c[ 2 =1. Formulas for az 11 and az 11 * have been omitted, since they are trivial.
In the following we shall denote excitons created by alrm ( bJ{m) as Uarm (b~m). Then as discussed in (A), Uarm (b~m) can be identified with the quark (antiquark) as far as their spin and unitary spin quantum numbers are concerned with a great difference, however, that they obey Bose statistics as is inferred from the commu-tation relations (2· 2). In contrast to them, those described by a/' carry no unitary spin. The mode described by them corresponds to the string. In terms of these oscillator variables the mass operator M 2 is given by
Hadron states are obtained by operating a 1"* · · · and alrm · · · etc. onto the ground state of the internal motion IO):
where we have understood indefinite metric for the /). = 0 component of the stringlike oscillators.
In terms of these eigenfunctions, the Fourier component A (P 11 , ~) of cj; (X"'~)
can be expanded as In the lowest mass state m is restricted to 1/2. We shall call such ones ordinary hadrons. So the oridinary baryons (antibaryons) belong to an irreducible representation 56 (56) of SU6 because of the Bose-statistics.
In higher mass states some of the excitons have m > 1/2. We shall call such particles aunts. All these particles are accompanied by their higher recurrences due to the addition of the string-like exciton. Since a/ is vector, the 0. Hara addition of one string-like exciton raises the spin by one-unit and the (squared) mass by l. The case when they all have the lowest mass (l = 1) and moreover their angular momenta add up in a stretched configuration corresponds to the leading trajectory. Other cases correspond to daughter, and we shall call especially the daughter of aunt niece. The degree of freedom m, which is characteristic to our model, plays an important role in the discussion of the intercept of the associated Regge trajectory in the scattering amplitude of these particles. But in this paper \Ve shall not enter its details further.
To express these states in a manifestly covariant form, it is more convenient to introduce Amr and Bmr defined by 
] is the one-particle wave function for a single meson. Strictly speaking, such a wave function does not exist in relativistic case. But in this paper we shall not enter this difficulty further. To avoid it we must introduce second-quantization from the outset. where Jllf is the nucleon mass.
As the third example, let us consider Ll. Internal eigenfunction belonging to the eigenvalue I= 3/2 and S = 0 is given by (2. 24)
where -1 --
From its construction it is clear that J#a satisfies J#a"C"a = 0, which shows that J#a 1s an eigenstate of the isotopic spin belonging to the eigenvalue I= 3/2. Furthermore it can be checked directly that (2·26) which shows that J"a 1s an eigenstate of the spin belonging to the eigenvalue J = 3/2, too. Actually, this is a consequence of the fact that U~r belongs to an irreducible representation 56 and so I= 3/2 implies J = 3/2.
Some care is needed in this case in constructing the local amplitude. This is because eigenfunctions J"a with different a or /}. are not independent due to their subsidiary conditions. By a unitary transformation, however, they can be To determine the type of this Hamiltonian, let us assume that our scheme must be covariant under an arbitrary transformation of the Lagrange coordinate G contained in our internal variables e (G) or ~ ar (G). *l This transformation has been discussed in detail in our previous papers, v. 2 J and it has been shown that this is isomorphic to a rotation group in a threedimensional Lorentz-space. Under this transformation a/'s are transformed according to its irreducible representation D 1 1 in Bargmann's classification. 3 J On the other hand, spinor oscillator variables a~ or b~m are assumed to be transformed *l It should be noted that the expression ~"r (ri) mm;t be understood in a symbolic sense. Strictly speaking, we should say that the dependence of ~"r upon IJ is determined through the transformation property of its Fourier components under this transformation, which is given by the transformation property of its oscillator variables. according to D{;2• Then it can be shown that to satisfy our covariance requirement Fl' must satisfy the condition
where Ak is given by Ak=Ak-A 0 , with Ak=Aok+A~1 2 • A0k is the Virasoro's gauge operator.') On the other hand, AJ/2 is given from the generator of this transformation for spinor variables 1/ (i = 1, 2, 3 and k = 1, 2, 3, oo ·) by (3· 4)
To construct 1/ it seems necessary to introduce indefinite metric for mode describing antiquark. Thus we shall introduce c~m and c!''" by 
where I/'s are defined by But we can show without difficulty that its eigenvalue is not changed, since c;'., and c~'n ~~g3'lJ'~"t)1e= commutation relation (3 · 6). (We identify c?m and c1'n with annihilation and creation operators 2.1 respectively.) Therefore, the introduction of indefinite metric makes no trouble in this case, since we do not make probabilitistic interpretation with respect to the internal motion. Now, the only possible bilinear form that can be constructed from (and(* is, if we do not include the external four-momentum r~, -(*aj,i(= -(t}.;a'j,i(. Therefore, under this restriction J;'" is fixed uniquely to this form. ln a fourcomponent form, it can also be written as
where cmr IS giVen by
v2 -c;,;:, (3 ·17) and c m =em *r4· J;'" is invariant under the transformation Amr --+r5AmT or cmr --+r 5 Cmr for arbitrary r and m. Therefore, in our model the sign of mass in the Dirac equation is completely irrelevant. Perhaps, this is deeply related to the chiral invariance.
Here it should be noted that I/'s are invariant under PC, but are not invariant under P or C separately. Therefore in our model P-or C-parity is not conserved in general. We do not regard P or C as basic operation in hadron physics. § 
Derivation of the hadron interactions
Now that the original interaction Hamiltonian has been fixed, we can work out-at least in principle-all hadron interactions on the basis of this Hamiltonian, as pointed out in § 1. In this section we shall discuss n-n, K-N and rr-N interactions as typical examples.
For this purpose let us consider what particles are produced in the collision of these two particles which we shall label a and b respectively. Suppose that H' acting upon one of these two particles, for example, a, annihilates all excitons excited in it and creates a quantum of the intermediate field, thus bringing the internal wave function of the particle a into its ground state IO)a-The created quantum propagates to another particle b, where it is absorbed by b and transforms it into another particles state c. Now in our scheme a particle in the ground state of the internal motion cannot be distinguished from the vacuum. Therefore, the "annihilation of all excitons excited in a" must be regarded as the "annihilation of particle a", and so this corresponds to the process a+ b---'>c.
To describe such a process consistently, it is perhaps necessary to construct a second-quantized theory of extended particles. Unfortunately, however, there exists no established such framework. *l In view of this, we shall assume m this paper that the description of this collision can be obtained by operating onto the initial state wave function and then suppressing IO)a by multiplying its complex conjugate from the left, where G and J/(a) and J 11 i(b) denote respectively the coupling constant and the total current for particle a and b, and the interaction is approximated by a direct contact interaction eliminating the intermediate field. This convention allows us to write down the explicit expression for the resultant product of this collision, from which we can find corresponding effective interaction Hamiltonian describing this process in the conventional theory. *l For the string model, the second-quantization was performed by Kaku where m" is the pion mass.*> Similar expression holds of course for pion b.
Therefore we have, suppressing IO)a or IO)b according to our convention, and we have used Am describes a particle with J=1/2 and 1=0, S=-1. For m=1/2 this IS nothing but A. Those with m>1/2 are its aunts.
V~m and v;;m represent particles with I= 1, s = -1. With respect to the spin, however, they are a superposition of eigenstates with J = 3/2 and 1/2, and we must decompose them into these eigenstates to arrive at definite conclusions.
For V~m the desired decomposition can be done according to This shows that Y ,;m represents in fact a particle with J = 3/2, which is Y1 * and its aunts. The reduction of the second term can be performed most easily by taking the rest frame of P~, where V~m vanishes because of V~mp~ = 0, and we have (4 ·18) where X mi lS given by (4 ·19) and represents Z and its aunts.
Contrary to this V~m can be written, by usmg as pointed out in § 2. This means that in their decomposition into eigenstate of the spin, J = 1/2 (3/2) part of I= 3/2 (1/2) state vanishes identically. Therefore, J~a represents a particle with I= J = 3/2, which is nothing but the one introduced in § 2. On the other hand, fJ" describes a particle with I= J = 1/2, and we have ordinary hadrons are completely parity conserving. Because of this, we believe that although our scheme is primarily not P-or C-conserving, it does not necessarily contradict with experiment, since the low energy phenomena are governed dominantly by ordinary hadrons, especially by normal ordinary hadrons. Equation (5 ·1) is the usual interaction Hamiltonian between 7r and p, and parity conserving terms of the static part (those which do not involve the derivative of the baryon fields) of the meson-baryon interactions given by Eqs. (5 · 2) and (5 · 3) are also the usual pseudo-vector Yukawa type interactions.
In symmetry limit these meson-baryon interactions agree with those obtained by SU 6 or its relativistic generalization, 6 l, *l but a great advantage of our scheme over these group theoretical approaches is that it gives furthermore new relations between the meson-meson interactions and the meson-baryon interactions. This is because in our scheme both of these two kinds of interactions are derived from the same original interaction Hamiltonian with the same coupling constant G. In fact, we have immediately from Eqs. **' The relation between Yr"" and g was discussed by Giirsey et a!. before'> on the basis of SU, and an assumption that the p-meson couples to a conserved isotopic spin current. But their result contains arbitrary parameters (symmetry limit mass for the meson and the baryon) and so is not definite.
Thus we see that as far as parity conserving terms of the static part are concerned, our results are quite satisfactory. A natural question then is whether the parity non-conserving or the non-static part has any reality. Right now we cannot say much about them. It seems of interest, however, to explore their implications furthermore both theoretically and experimentally. § 6. Concluding remark
Our result seems to show that it would not be hopeless to obtain a dynamical theory of hadron interactions. In such an approach all hadron interactions are given in terms of a single coupling constant G, thus leading to a unified description of all hadron interactions.
Another characteristic feature of our scheme is that its hadron interactions are in general not invariant under P and C, although PC holds exactly. At present it is not clear whether this is contradicted by experiment or not, since its ordinary parts conserve P and C except for I:NK interaction. So we have to resort to future experiment for its final check. It may be said, however, that our scheme provides us already with a new possibility to understand the symmetry structure of elementary particle interactions, since here the basic invariance is PC like the weak interactions, and the (approximate) P-or C-invariance in strong interactions is realized as a result of the fact that the pwn mass is abnormally small.
With these promising aspects, however, our scheme as it stands still has a serious difficulty in that it is not formulated in a second-quantized form. So we had to introduce several tentative conventions in deriving the actual form of the effective interactions. Though not simple, such a formulation seems to be indispensable for a better understanding of hadron interactions.
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